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Odds and Ends: By George Naumoff 
 

Quality Needs to Be Job #1 
 
To steal a line from Ford, we as an industry really need to work at improving the quality of our 
product and services.  Claims and defalcations continue to drain profits and give an unnecessary 
black eye to our industry.  The results have affected not only underwriters, but agents as well.   
Just take a look at your latest E & O statement.  Not only are your premiums going up, but many 
of the E & O carriers have exited that segment of insurance.   
 
The Stewart Title Guaranty Company Ohio staff has made quality our priority.  Stewart has never 
been about being the biggest national underwriter, we want to be the best.  We want to align 
ourselves with only the “best of the best” agents and people.  Over the past few months, we have 
reduced the number of Stewart agents in Ohio and across the country.  We have redirected our 
efforts towards agents who have exhibited a track record of quality.  So what will we be doing? 
 

1. Increasing the search standards.  In the next few weeks we hope to implement new 
search standards.  These new standards will typically extend our search period one 
warranty deed back.   Most of our agents exceed the current requirements and we are  
setting the bar a little higher.   One claim saved, one deductible not paid during the year 
will more than offset any increase in cost.   

 
2. Quality Assurance Audits.  We are gathering a list of top ten claims categories and will 

create a checklist on how those claims can be prevented.  During regularly scheduled 
visits, or upon your request, we will come to your office and see what, if any, 
improvements can be made in terms of increasing claims prevention and awareness.   

 
3. Question and Answer Sessions.  Frank Long and I will be available for question and 

answer sessions, either in office or via teleconference, for you and your staff.  With the 
reduced number of agents, we can give you more of our time and attention, and provide 
additional training opportunities for your staff.  Please drop Frank, your Agency 
Services Manager, or me an email to get one scheduled.   

 
4. Reducing the number of new agents that we onboard.  Our sales efforts will be 

limited to agents who exhibit the same “best of the best” traits that our current agents 
have attained.   Only agents with an extensive track record for quality and service will 
become authorized agents.  Others need not apply. 

 
What can you do?   
 

1. Take advantage of us.  We are here to assist.  We are here to consult  on your sales 
efforts, and your efforts to assure quality.  Do not hesitate to lean on us for assistance 
and aid.  

 
2. Get organized and scheduled.  The only way to make time for quality is to get 

organized.  You should have systematic procedures and times to get things done.  Policy 
preparation, reporting and remittances need to be done on a monthly basis.  Getting these 
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done on a consistent monthly basis, allows you to focus on increasing business and 
quality.  Nothing interrupts the flow of an office than to stop what you are doing to get 
something done which should have been done long ago.   

 
3. Put a quality assurance plan in place.  Check and recheck your process to see where 

there might be any weaknesses, and take measures to correct those areas. 
 

4. Allow time for regularly scheduled training for your staff.  A well trained staff is the 
best sales tool you can have.   Make sure every associate is equipped to succeed. 

 
5. Reconcile…Reconcile….Reconcile 

  
We are in this together and through our joint efforts and common goals, we will raise the bar for 
standards of quality and profitability.   I truly believe that if we follow this path we will all be 
successful and reach the goals we have set.  I welcome your comments and suggestions on how 
we can further improve our business, so please give me a call or drop me an email.   
 
The STG Ohio family of agents and associates is the best out there, and through our joint efforts 
we can only become better.   Thanks for all of your efforts in the past, present and future.   

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Title Views:  By Frank Long 

 
The state office continues to receive a high volume of calls regarding use of Preliminary Judicial 
Reports.  This is not surprising considering the on-going foreclosure epidemic in Ohio and the 
relatively new procedures governing foreclosures and the requirements and use of title evidence 
in judicial cases.  This article is intended to be a brief tutorial to assist with some of the common 
questions and concerns. 
 
Ohio Revised Code Section 2329.191 is the key statute in Ohio outlining the use of judicial 
reports and commitments in foreclosure cases.  This statute has an effective date of September 11, 
2008.  In pertinent part, the statute provides that in foreclosure of residential real estate (meaning 
real estate consisting of one to four single-family units) the party seeking the judicial sale shall 
file, within 14 days after filing the initial pleadings, a preliminary judicial report that minimally 
includes the following:  
     1) a legal description;  
     2) street address or name of street or road the property fronts together with names of streets or 
         roads immediately to the north and south or east and west;  
     3) permanent parcel number;  
     4) name of owners of record;  
     5) recording reference of vesting deed;  
     6) description of the record title, excluding easements, restrictions, setback lines, declarations,  
         conditions, covenants, reservations and rights-of-way;  
     7) name and address of each lien holder and lien holder’s attorney, if any. 
 
In every action demanding the judicial sale of residential real estate consisting of more than four 
single-family units, or of commercial real estate, the party seeking the judicial sale shall file 
either a preliminary judicial report or a commitment for an owner’s policy of title insurance.  
Again, this judicial report or commitment must be filed within 14 days of the initial pleadings.  If 
a commitment is filed, the commitment shall contain at least all of the information as set forth in 
numbers 1 through 7 above.  The commitment shall include the amount of the successful bid and 
show the purchaser at judicial sale as the proposed insured.  A standard ALTA commitment is 
used in conjunction with the Ohio Title Insurance Rating Bureau (OTIRB) Endorsement 111.  
This endorsement modifies the standard commitment in order for it to be used exclusively in 
judicial proceedings, and extends the liability and obligations under the commitment to 30 days 
after recording of the sheriff’s deed. 
 
The rates for preliminary judicial reports are as follows: For judicial proceedings involving 
foreclosure of a lien, the rate for the Preliminary Judicial Report shall be $3.00 per thousand 
dollars of no less than the unpaid principal balance due on the lien foreclosed.  For judicial 
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proceedings other than lien foreclosures (for instance, partition actions or quiet title actions) the 
rate for the Preliminary Judicial Report is $3.00 per thousand dollars of the fair market value of 
the land.  The rate for a judicial commitment is $0.50 per thousand dollars of no less than the 
unpaid principal balance due on the lien foreclosed which rate is in lieu of, and not in addition to, 
the rate for a standard commitment.  The minimum rate for the judicial endorsement is $100.00.  
If the purchaser at judicial sale elects to purchase a policy, the premium paid for the commitment 
in excess of $100.00 shall be credited in full toward the applicable rate of the title insurance 
policy issued. 
 
Forms for preliminary judicial reports and judicial endorsements may be found on Virtual 
Underwriter (www.vuwriter.com) as well as on our Ohio website, www.stgoh.com.  Agents are 
always welcome and encouraged to call or email with any questions regarding underwriting or 
general matters involving the title insurance industry, or simply to say hello and chat.  I may be 
reached direct at 614-818-1393 or at FLong@Stewart.com 
   

*********************************************************************** 

Ideas from Independent Agents 
We will be featuring “Ideas from Independent Agents” as part of our future newsletters, 
consisting of articles written by agents.  These articles will help keep you up-to-date on practices 
and ideas for an efficient office, highlight specific achievements in an office, or other matters of 
interest.  If you wish to have an article included, please contact George Naumoff at 
gnaumoff@stewart.com. 

    

**************************************************** 

Take Advantage of Being a Stewart Agent: by Paige Taliak, 

Ohio Agency Manager  
 
Being a Stewart agent has its advantages!  In today’s difficult economic times, Stewart Title 
Guaranty is always looking for ways to help you and your company save money.  Through our 
Stewart Preferred Program, you can take advantage of our national vendor programs for your 
local company.  Here are some places you might be able to start saving…… 
 
Stewart Specialty Insurance Services 

 
Stewart Title can offer you more than just underwriting services.  We can offer the following 
lines of insurance coverage to your agency. 

• Homeowner's, flood, auto, life, RV and umbrella  

• Home warranty  

• Errors and omissions  

• Natural Hazard Disclosure (CA only)  

• Bonds  

• Commercial  

Telecommunications 
We can offer you discounted pricing through Verizon Wireless (fka MCI) on voice and data 
services, as well as audio and web conferencing. 

Office Supplies 
Stewart works directly with Staples Office Supplies to offer discounted pricing on all your office 
supply needs! 

Scanning 
If your files are taking over all of your office space, we may be able to help.  Stewart can evaluate 
your scanning needs and create a cost-effective plan to get the job done.  We work with a large 
national technology company that might be able to provide a lower price than your local digital 
imaging company. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

To get more details on these and other discounts available, visit our Stewart Preferred 

website! 

https://www.stewartpreferred.com 

 

Please visit www.stewart.com.  At this site, you can view the latest our company has to offer 

and links to industry information! 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

                          Autumn by Suzanne Thorne 
  

  

In all its burnished glory 
Leaves falling to the ground 
At first floating silently 
Drifting without a sound. 
 
Rich colours, copper and yellows 
On the ground unfurl 
Lay there deep and crisp 
Winds make them dance and swirl. 
 
Quietly summer slips away 
Replaced by days rich and golden 
This is the gift of nature 
For which we are beholden. 
 
Arms outstretched 
Stripped of all their glory 
The trees wait silently 
To begin again their story. 

 
 
 

 
 

 


